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Given the newness of the acceptance of the tuba as a solo instrument, it comes as

no surprise that all of the composers featured on this recording are currently still

alive and composing. As a result, the compilation of these program notes involves

the thoughts and visions of the composers themselves with regard to their concep-

tions of the tuba, their approaches to composing for the instrument, and to the

pieces themselves. Interestingly, all the composers featured here seem to share 

many common thoughts about the tuba and its abilities as a solo instrument despite

having very different backgrounds in working with tubists. Thankfully, the culmina-

tion of their efforts to write quality music for a beautiful instrument has resulted in

the addition of these four fantastic pieces to the ever expanding tuba repertoire.   

Composing juggernaut Bruce Broughton has enjoyed a successful career as a

composer of concert, film and TV music. He has been nominated for over 20 Emmy

Awards, winning a record ten, as well as a Grammy nomination for his Young

Sherlock Holmes and an Academy Award nomination for his work on Lawrence

Kasdan’s hit western Silverado. Broughton currently serves on the Board of Directors

for the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers (ASCAP) and as

governor for the Academy of Motion Pictures Arts and Sciences, in addition to 

giving lectures in Advanced Film Music Studies at UCLA and USC.  

Broughton originally composed his Concerto for Tuba as a sonata for tuba and

piano in 1978 for himself and a juggernaut from the tuba world, Tommy Johnson.

The two had collaborated frequently in concerts and recitals, so Broughton decided

it was time to compose a piece that they could perform together, and the Sonata

was born. Broughton, while primarily a pianist, played French horn as a secondary

instrument and was therefore extremely familiar with brass technique, and from

working closely with Johnson he had also become familiar with the capabilities

and repertoire of the tuba. He set out to compose a piece that presented the tuba

as an agile melodic instrument, but one that was also entertaining to listen to and

fun to play. The duo premiered the piece a few months after its completion in

1978 and received rave reviews. Today the piece exists in three versions, all done

by the composer: as a sonata with piano, as a concerto with orchestral winds, and

as a concerto with full orchestra as it is recorded here. The subsequent versions

were done to facilitate public performances of the work. 



As concertos go, the piece is relatively short at around 12 minutes and is composed

in simple classical forms. The first movement, Allegro moderato, follows the

sonata/allegro form, the second movement, Andante moderato (named Aria) is a

song form in ABA, and the last movement, Allegro leggiero, is a rondo. Broughton

has refrained from the use of technique for the sake of displaying technique, and

therefore uses no cadenzas or extended, flashy solo passages. That is not to say 

the piece is not technical, but rather that Broughton has artfully incorporated the

technique to serve the music. As the composer states in his program notes in the

published versions of the work, the piece is designed to entertain the audience and

should be performed with that in mind.  

Composer James Grant has become increasingly popular in the tuba world over

the last 30 years, but he has enjoyed great success as a composer in many genres,

especially those of choral and orchestral. After completing a Doctor of Musical Arts

degree at Cornell University he went on to win several national and international

compositional prizes and has received numerous commissions from artists and

ensembles throughout the world. His music is complex, challenging, and intellectual,

but at the same time musical, entertaining, and inspiring. Notable also is Grant’s

ability to compose music that is idiomatic, bringing forth the best qualities and

abilities of each instrument. Grant has served as composer-in-residence at the

Institute for the Environment Through the Arts as well as the Bay-Atlantic and

Fairfax Symphony Orchestras. 

Grant’s Three Furies can be construed as ground-breaking tuba music in just about

every aspect of performance, but especially musically, rhythmically, and technically.

The work was originally composed as an unaccompanied tuba piece and was pre-

miered in 1993 by tubist Mark Nelson, with whom Grant collaborated on several

projects to expand the tuba repertoire. Two years later this concerto version was

commissioned by the Fairfax Symphony Orchestra and premiered in that setting by

tubist Michael Bunn with the composer himself conducting. Upon receiving the

commission, Grant basically took the existing tuba line and constructed a light and

colorful orchestral accompaniment around it to fill out the implied harmonies and

bring forth the acrobatic content of the solo tuba part. The orchestral accompani-

ment is therefore quite accessible and can be put together with very little rehearsal

time, however the tubist still has plenty of work to perform. 

Each of the Three Furies has its own style and identity, offering a unique insight to

the performance capabilities of the instrument and performer. Fury I is marked

‘decidedly jocular’ and is a playful perusal through some tough arpeggiated passages

based on the opening thematic material. Some jazz influence can be found in Fury II,

which includes a waltzing middle section with the indication ‘gently inebriated’.

Fury III is explosive and dramatic, and includes some of the most difficult and virtu-

osic tuba writing available in the literature today. The orchestral accompaniment

does an excellent job of highlighting the difficult tuba passages in the same way

well-placed track lighting illuminates a fine painting in a museum, making for an

enjoyable musical experience.  



A professional tubist himself, Steven Winteregg was playing professionally in the

Carillon Brass and held the position of Principal Tuba in the Dayton Philharmonic

Orchestra when he composed his Concerto for Tuba. Winteregg has also enjoyed

tremendous success as a composer winning numerous compositional prizes,

including first prizes in competitions sponsored by such organizations as the

International Horn Society, the International Trumpet Guild, and the New Louisville

Brass Quintet. He has also been awarded several citations and commendations for

his contributions to music and the arts in Ohio. His works have been performed in

the U.S., Europe, Africa and Asia, and can be found recorded on the Albany,

MMC, Integra, Equilibrium and ERM Media labels. In addition to his orchestral

music, Winteregg has composed four full-length ballets, the most recent of which

was premiered by the Dayton Ballet in 2006. Holding degrees from University of

Cincinnati College-Conservatory of Music, Wright State University, and Ohio State

University, Winteregg now serves as Chair of the Department of Music and Art

and Professor of Composition at Cedarville University. 

During his tenure with the Carillon Brass, Winteregg performed with the quintet on

a recital and conducted a master class at Indiana University, where at the time,

Harvey Phillips was professor of tuba. After the recital, Phillips invited Winteregg to

his house and the two had a lengthy conversation about tuba and composing, and

Phillips was very complimentary of the work Winteregg was producing. He asked

Winteregg why he had not composed a concerto for tuba and orchestra since he

knew the tuba so well and had been successful composing for orchestra. Phillips

suggested that Winteregg write a such a work, because as he told Winteregg, 

“if anybody would know how to write for tuba, you would.” Shortly thereafter

Winteregg began to work on the piece and it was finished in 1991. The concerto

received its premiere on March 10, 1994 with Jeffrey Traster as soloist and William

Steinhort conducting the Wright State University Chamber Orchestra. 

During the conversation between Winteregg and Phillips, one of the things that

came up was the perception of the tuba and its capabilities. It seemed there were a

lot of pieces that presented the tuba in a comical fashion or in a comical situation,

as well as a common misconception that the tuba is best utilized in a supportive role.

In composing this concerto, Winteregg sought to break the mold and demonstrate

the vast capabilities of the tuba with regard to range, technique, and lyrical playing.

He wanted to produce a piece that would ‘show off’ the agility of the tuba and

present the instrument in a heroic and dramatic role. In keeping with the original

scope of the work, Winteregg chose to name the three movements accordingly: 

I. Heroic, II. Lyric, and III. Dramatic. Winteregg also chose to compose the work for

CC tuba, since that is the instrument most often found in the orchestra.    

Winteregg has outlined the dedication of his concerto as follows:

“The concerto is dedicated to three teachers who greatly influenced my

tuba playing: Samuel Gnagey, Samuel Green and Robert LeBlanc. Sam

Gnagey studied with the legendary Bill Bell at Indiana University and is

currently the Principal Tuba with the Fort Wayne Philharmonic. Sam



in 2004. Of the work the composer had this to say:

“Since I do tend to write ‘concept pieces’, there is some programmatic

content that proceeds through the development of its underlying musical

and emotional structure. Contrary to what its subtitle might suggest, this

is not intended to be a political statement about war, but is rather intended

to be a philosophical and even rather intimate examination of the personal

effect that this type of activity has on those who participate in it.” 

This concept manifests itself in the ‘story’ of a young soldier and his experiences in

the military reserve after being called upon to serve his country in battle. In the first

movement, the soldier is called to duty and sets off on his long journey, represented

musically with hints of patriotic themes and noble intentions, but with darker

underlying themes of dread forecasting the misery that lies ahead. In this movement

the concept of war is rather abstract, conveying the sense that the young soldier is

unsure about what lies ahead for him and belying his anxiety about what the future

holds. The second movement is a portrayal of the young soldier’s longing for home

and the safety and comfort that home provides. Filled with a sense of yearning for

loved ones and simpler times, it is hoped that the audience will relate with the young

soldier in this intimate depiction of the concept of peace. In the third movement

our young soldier is thrust into the destruction of war. Creating a sense of urgency

and imminent danger, ‘alarm bells’ are sounding and the soldier is in a state of

shock. During a brief pause in the fighting, he has a moment to reflect on what is

occurring around him. All he sees is death and destruction, and this is not at all

Green spent many years as Principal Tuba in the Cincinnati Symphony

and as a professor of tuba at the Cincinnati College-Conservatory of

Music. Robert LeBlanc was the tuba professor at the Ohio State

University and known for his advanced pedagogy. Each movement 

represents each one of these wonderful teachers.”

Pianist and composer Barbara York began composing at the young age of 7, just a

few years after she began playing the piano. Having worked as a musical director,

conductor, composer, and arranger in a professional theater in Canada as well as 

a concert accompanist at all levels from high school to professional, she has been

exposed to many talented performers and many different instruments, including the

tuba. As a composer she has won many awards such as the Dora Mavor Moore

Award in 1981 for her musical Colette and the Harvey Phillips Award for euphonium

in chamber music at the 2006 International Tuba Euphonium Congress in Budapest.

She has been nominated for many other awards and received numerous commissions

and prizes from performers in both the U.S. and Canada. As an accompanist, York

has performed at universities and concert venues throughout the U.S. and Canada,

has recorded for CBC Radio, and has premiered numerous works for other composers

at various international congresses. 

York has contributed a fine work to the repertoire in her Concerto for Tuba, subtitled

“War and Rumors of War.” The piece was the result of the fourth collaboration

between the composer and tubist Michael Fischer by whom it was commissioned.

Fischer premiered the concerto with the Boise State University Symphony Orchestra



Symphony Orchestra. Besides winning jobs in six different countries and advancing

in many American auditions, Buzbee has been invited to the Berlin Philharmonic

and the Gewandhaus Orchestra auditions where he was a finalist. He has toured

throughout the United States, Europe, Mexico, Japan, and most of Asia giving master-

classes and performing recitals. Buzbee was invited to perform at the 2002, 2004, and

2008 International Tuba and Euphonium conferences. He has also been invited to give

a clinic at the 2003 Texas Music Educators Association which is the largest band and

orchestra conference in America. Buzz performed a master-class of low brass excerpts

at the Big 12 Trombone conference in 2006. Besides performing with the Acapulco

and the Chicago Civic Orchestra he has also performed with the Chicago Symphony,

Swedish Radio Symphony, Malmö Symphony, Helsingborg Symphony, Malmö Opera,

Danish Radio Orchestra, Dallas Wind Symphony, Malaysia Philharmonic, and the

Shreveport Symphony Orchestra. He has also been featured as a soloist with the

Singapore Symphony, Marshall Symphony, Acapulco Philharmonic and the Texas A&M

Tuba Ensemble at the 1999 Texas Music Educators Association Convention in San

Antonio, Texas. He has performed under the baton of many great conductors such

as Pierre Boulez, Christopher Eschenbach, Daniel Barenboim, and Fredrick Fennel.

In addition to orchestral performances he has performed throughout North America

and Asia with several different brass quintets and brass ensembles. Buzbee has

studied tuba with Gene Pokorny of the Chicago Symphony, Matt Good of the Dallas

Symphony, Dave Kirk of the Houston Symphony, and Jimmy Clark of the Dallas Opera

and knows he would be flipping burgers if it wasn’t for their help and patience’s.

Buzbee can be heard on more than 20 CDs on recording labels BIS, Chandos, Naxos,

what he imagined or what he had been told about war. He finds no glory or heroism,

but instead finds misery and feels a profound emptiness in the pit of his stomach.

Before he has enough time to deal with the carnage around him, the alarm bells

begin to sound again as he is thrust back into the throes of war and is forced to

fight for his very survival. 

York admits that aside from the programmatic nature of the piece, the listener will

almost certainly find some influence from the Russian school of composing. As a

result of her fondness of the Russian composers she has paid a certain musical

‘homage’ to that influence in each of the movements, consecutively to Prokofiev,

Rachmaninov, and Shostakovich.    — James N. Meador

THE PERFORMERS
A proud native of Texas (the grand state in the USA), Tim Buzbee, or just Buzz to

most, didn’t realize he wanted to play the tuba professional until he was almost 21.

After attending Texas A&M University in Commerce and studying with Ed Jones of the

Ft. Worth Symphony, he was appointed Principal Tuba of the Acapulco Philharmonic.

Shortly after, he won a spot in the Chicago Civic Orchestra where he studied with

the members of the Chicago Symphony. While in Chicago he performed on many

occasions with the Chicago Symphony Orchestra. In February, 2001 Buzbee won the

Principal Tuba position with the Singapore Symphony Orchestra. After four years in

Singapore he won the same position with the Gävle Symphony where he performed

for one season until winning his current position of Principal Tuba with the Iceland



The ISO’s tour to the USA and Canada in 2000 was the most extensive one the

orchestra has undertaken. The orchestra received outstanding reviews and the tour

was considered a major success for the ISO. The ISO has made recordings for the

Naxos, Chandos, and BIS labels of varied repertoire including Sibelius, Skalkottas,

and Jón Leifs. In particular, the ISO’s ongoing series of the complete orchestral

works of Jón Leifs have received great critical acclaim, including the Icelandic Music

Awards in 2003, and the MIDEM award in 1995 for best orchestral performance. 

In 2008, the ISO received a Grammy nomination for the first volume of a projected

cycle of orchestral works by Vincent d’Indy on the Chandos label. Rumon Gamba is

the orchestra’s current music director, and Vladimir Ashkenazy, whose relationship

with the orchestra goes back to the 1960s, is the ISO’s conductor laureate. Former

music directors include Petri Sakari, Jean-Pierre Jacquillat, and Osmo Vänskä.

Portuguese American, Jacomo Rafael Bairos, enjoys an international career as a

conductor, performer, and educator. Discovered at the International Conductors

Workshop in June of 2007, while working with Maestro Larry Ratcleff, he was sub-

sequently invited by eminent teacher, Gustav Meier

to be a student at the prestigious Peabody Institute.

Currently he is studying with Gustav Meier, Marin

Alsop, Edward Polochick, and Markand Thakar.

His international concerts and recording engage-

ments have included the Singapore Symphony

and Sony and Albany Records. His first recording for Albany Records, Buzzed, was

met with critical acclaim. Fanfare noted that “…Timothy Buzbee is a fine musician

who can make his tuba varously sing like a violin and bark like an angered dog, and

touch all those bases in between. His sense of phrasing is as astonishing as his

sense of his instrument’s tone coloring.”

Although tuba is his first weapon of choice for musical expression (and everyone

else’s choice for him) he can be seen holding a bass trombone in the back row

from time to time, but his duties are mainly the tuba and tenor tuba. After losing

almost 170 pounds, Buzbee loves running and in 2003 completed the Singapore

Marathon. Buzz enjoys cooking, watching sumo, camping, running, traveling, and

spending as much time as possible with his four boys, daughter and wife, Jessica,

Jacob, Elias, Cole, William, and Melba.

The Iceland Symphony Orchestra is widely considered to be one of the leading

Nordic orchestras. It gives approximately 60 concerts each season and is made up

of 82 musicians from Iceland and abroad. Through its high performance standards

and innovative programming, it continues to attract and fascinate audiences and 

is considered one of Iceland’s leading arts institutions. The ISO’s season includes

subscription concerts in Reykjavík and tours both in Iceland and abroad, with 

recent visits to the Faeroe Islands, Greenland, Finland, Sweden, Denmark, France,

Germany, Austria, and two concert tours to North America, including a highly 

successful Carnegie Hall debut in 1996.
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Orchestra (SSO), Malaysia Philharmonic Orchestra, and the Iceland Symphony

Orchestra.

Jacomo is a Conducting Assistant for the renowned Peabody Singers and Choir

ensembles under Maestro Edward Polochick. In 2008 he was named Director of

Orchestra at Susquehanna University as a sabbatical replacement, and named

Assistant Conductor with the Greater Miami Youth Symphony (GMYS). Recent

engagements include concerts with National Orchestra of Porto, Portugal (2009),

Peabody Orchestras 2008-2009, New World School of the Arts, GMYS, and the

Miami Dade College Orchestras. 

In 2008, Jacomo was a finalist and 8th place finisher for the Arturo Toscanini

Conductors Competition and a semi-finalist in the 9th annual Cadaques

Conducting Competition. 

Jacomo has given master classes in Spain, Portugal, Germany, Japan, China,

Singapore, and in the United States. He has performed, toured, and recorded 

with the New York Philharmonic, Chicago Symphony, Cincinnati Symphony and

Pops, and the Seattle Symphony and Opera. He has held principal positions with

orchestras in America, Spain, Tenerife, China, and most recently (2004-2007) 

held a Principal position with the Singapore Symphony Orchestra. Jacomo has 

also participated in Music festivals all over the world, from Switzerland, Germany,

Japan, Spain, and the United States.
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Bruce Broughton
Concerto for Tuba and Orchestra [10:23]

1 1 Allegro moderato [3:22]

2 2 Andante moderato [3:31]

3 3 Allegro leggiero [3:24]

James Grant
Three Furies for Tuba and Orchestra [12:23]

4 Fury I [3:20]

5 Fury II [4:47]

6 Fury III [4:11]

Steven Winteregg
Concerto for Tuba and Small Orchestra [15:46]

7 I Heroic  [5:49]

8 II Lyric [6:02]

9 III Dramatic [3:48]

Barbara York
Concerto for Tuba and Orchestra [22:10]

10 1 Allegro marcato [7:53]

11 2 Tranquillo [7:48]

12 3 Allegro furioso [6:21]

Total Time =  61:10
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